“Only one thing stands between you and success. It isn’t experience. It isn’t talent.”

- John C. Maxwell

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND LEADERSHIP TRAINING

Everyone Communicates, Few Connect

Based on the book Everyone Communicates, Few Connect by John C. Maxwell

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 19
Missoula College
1:30 PM, RM 340

In relation to their upcoming volunteer medical trip to the Dominican Republic, the Missoula College Nursing Program hosts Illens Dort.
The ability to connect with others is a major determining factor in reaching your full potential.

Connecting is a skill you can learn and apply in both professional and personal relationships.

Illens’ personal life is an example of doing what he talks about in the book. My family and I have been fortunate to know and observe Illens and his family for many years. He has overcome difficult circumstances to raise one of the finest families we know. Not only has Illens been a success in his life, each of his children are contributing to our world in an enormously positive way.

Steven Shallenberger, Author of the National Best Selling, Becoming Your Best.

World-renowned leadership expert John C. Maxwell says if you want to succeed, you must learn how to connect with people. And while it may seem like some folks are just born with it, the fact is anyone can learn how to make every communication an opportunity for a powerful connection. In this program, attendees will learn the Five Principles and Five Practices to develop the crucial skill of connecting – effectively.

**Five PRINCIPLES of Connecting**

1. Influence – Connecting increases your influence
2. Others – Connecting is all about others
3. Communication – Connecting goes beyond words
4. Energy – Connecting requires energy
5. Skill – Connecting is more skill than talent

**Five PRACTICES of Connecting**

1. Finding Common Ground
2. Keeping Your Communication Simple
3. Capturing People’s Interest
4. Inspiring People
5. Staying Authentic in All Your Relationships

I have attended two presentations with Illens Dort and was immediately captured both times by the authenticity and sincerity of this humble man… no hype… no contrivances… no tap dancing on the table… no smarmy sales pitches---no eye roll cheerleading… just real, honest sustainable and actionable consulting.”

Dr. S. Brett Savage — CEO, Next Phase Leadership.

To learn more or book speaking/training for your organization, contact:
Illens Dort  • 801-687-2199 • idort@comcast.net

Illens Dort was born in a small village in Haiti. His parents were farmers. They instilled in him a desire to devote his time and energy in educating himself and serving his fellowmen.

Illens graduated from BYU with a bachelor’s degree in electronic engineering technology. He worked for Novell, Omniture, and Adobe. While working for Novell he earned an MBA from University of Phoenix. He is the founder of HumanEkdromi, a for profit organization that focuses on humanitarian excursions and professional development. He is the author of Thinking and Acting with a Compassionate Heart.

Dr. S. Brett Savage — CEO, Next Phase Leadership.